Left Speechless

ACROSS
1. ___ Parker (inquisitive sort)
5. Offer
8. Peruvian pal
13. Touching event?
14. Privy to
16. Tigers great Fielder (who, actually, was a "way" better hitter than fielder)
17. *Certain passive-aggressive conduct
20. "Difficult to hear, maybe"
21. Gas brand that sounds like two letters
22. 3% of C
23. Axe
24. Geek out (over)
26. "East of ___"
28. Stand up against
34. Guess, for short
36. *Common white Eurasian bird
38. Company whose original logo depicted Isaac Newton
41. Like milk left out overnight
42. Bob Marley, e.g.
43. "What a teacher might wryly ask class to "keep it down to"
45. Manipulate
46. Scrub room?
47. Fired by a maître d', say
49. Spot for a Girl Scout badge
53. Org. with Spirit, Pride, and Courage
55. "The ___" (Spielberg film)
57. Obama's secretary of energy Steven
58. Analogy words
60. With 64-Across, World War I novel by Erich Maria Remarque, and an apt description of 17-, 20-, 36-, and 43-Across
64. See 60-Across
66. Well-organized Kondo?
67. Mideast royal house

DOWN
1. Monster that stays loch-ed away?
2. OxyContin, e.g.
3. How one pictures oneself?
4. Toss violently, in slang
5. It only has a few lines
6. Speak with little variance
7. Dweeb
8. Verb aptly found in "character"
9. Many viral internet phenomena
10. Exhibitions with blades
11. Wins in a certain card game
12. Cher or Toni Braxton, e.g.
15. Born, in Bordeaux
18. Pres. advisory group
19. "My life is the worst!" emotion
25. Place for some implants?
27. Jodie Foster title role
29. Ingratiating behavior
30. Long-term birth control option, for short
32. Any of the characters in a 1980 Andrew Lloyd Webber musical
33. It's stranded in pairs
35. Ren Faire servants
37. Droops
38. Show stoppers
39. Doggo
40. Flower boxes
41. What did ewe say?
44. Pueblo pots
45. Spring checks from the I.R.S.
48. Spicy meat coating
50. Throw a tantrum in public, say
51. "Grey's Anatomy" creator Rhimes
52. Orion or Artemis, e.g.
54. "Holy frijoles!"
56. Moving picture file
58. "I am represented in this tweet"
59. Atlantic swimmer
61. Capt.'s subordinates
62. Pas de basque, e.g.
63. Goofs
65. Reef swimmer
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